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Effect of rotational-state-dependent molecular alignment on the optical dipole force
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The properties of molecule-optical elements such as lenses or prisms based on the interaction of molecules
with optical fields depend in a crucial way on the molecular quantum state and its alignment created by the optical
field. Herein, we consider the effects of state-dependent alignment in estimating the optical dipole force acting
on the molecules and, to this end, introduce an effective polarizability which takes proper account of molecular
alignment and is directly related to the alignment-dependent optical dipole force. We illustrate the significance
of including molecular alignment in the optical dipole force by a trajectory study that compares previously
used approximations with the present approach. The trajectory simulations were carried out for an ensemble
of linear molecules subject to either propagating or standing-wave optical fields for a range of temperatures
and laser intensities. The results demonstrate that the alignment-dependent effective polarizability can serve to
provide correct estimates of the optical dipole force, on which a state-selection method applicable to nonpolar
molecules could be based. We note that an analogous analysis of the forces acting on polar molecules subject to
an inhomogeneous static electric field reveals a similarly strong dependence on molecular orientation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current laser technology has made it possible to generate
spatially and temporally well-defined optical fields—whether
propagating or standing wave—that can be used to manipulate
molecular motion and create molecule-optical elements, such
as lenses [1–3] and prisms [4,5], as well as to decelerate
molecules [6–11]. Manipulating the translation of other than
spherical molecules by optical fields entails manipulating their
rotation first. The field hybridizes the rotational states of the
molecules and thereby creates directional states in which
their induced-dipole moments are aligned with respect to
the polarization vector of the field. Only in such directional
states are the molecular body-fixed dipole (or higher) moments
accessible in the laboratory frame and can be acted upon by
space-fixed fields in order to achieve efficient manipulation of
their translation. Whether the directional states will be created
and hence strong optical dipole forces exerted by the optical
field on the molecules is contingent upon the symmetry of
the molecules’ polarizability tensor: only for an anisotropic
polarizability whose principal components are not all equal
to one another will the hybridization of rotational states by
the interaction with an optical field take place [12–16]. For
instance, the polarizability tensor of every linear molecule is
anisotropic, with the principal polarizability component along
the molecular axis exceeding that perpendicular to it; this
makes all linear molecules amenable to facile manipulation
by an optical field.

In most of the previous experimental studies, a rotation-
averaged molecular polarizability was used to analyze the
experimental data [1,2,4,6–8,10], in which, due to the high ro-
tational temperature of the sample, the effects of the rotational
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state and of the molecular alignment on the optical dipole force
were averaged out. During the last decade it was demonstrated
that the optical dipole force is modified by the field-induced
molecular alignment, but the state dependence of the molecular
polarizability was not taken into account [9,11]. Not until
very recently was the rotational-state-dependent molecular
polarizability used to interpret the transverse dispersion of CS2

molecules subject to pulsed optical standing waves, although
the molecular alignment effect was neglected [5].

In contrast to the above experimental studies, their the-
oretical counterparts made use of the state dependence of
molecular alignment, since the degree of molecular alignment
intrinsically depends on the rotational state of the molecule
[12–14,16]. Translational motion of molecules subject to
propagating laser fields was traced with quantum-mechanical
[17], hybrid quantum-classical [17–19], and classical [20]
trajectory methods, in which the state-dependent molecular
alignment was included in the Hamiltonian of the system
under study. However, the trajectories were calculated without
considering the relation between the molecular alignment
and the optical dipole force. Furthermore, these studies
focused on the low-intensity [20,21] or the high-intensity
limits [17–20], wherein the molecules are hardly aligned
or the degree of their alignment approaches its maximum,
respectively. However, in particular when molecules travel
through an optical standing wave, some of them probe the
wave’s whole intensity range—from zero to the peak value.
Therefore, the intermediate intensity range, in which the
molecules are aligned partially, is key for understanding the
relation between the molecular alignment and the optical
dipole force. The intensity range varies for different initial
rotational states of the molecules and hence the alignment
for which they intrinsically allow. For instance, at a certain
laser intensity, the high-field limit is reached for molecules
in the rotational ground state, whereas molecules occupying
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rotationally excited states may be hardly affected by the same
laser field.

The rotational-state-dependent molecular alignment is a
precondition for exerting the rotational-state-dependent op-
tical dipole force, which, in turn, is the basis for selecting
nonpolar molecules that occupy a specific quantum state.
There has been continuous interest in the separation and
discrimination of molecules by using nonresonant laser beams
[4,5,9,17,21–25], which includes isotope and spin isomer
separation. New techniques based on the nonresonant optical
dipole force would complement the methods for state selection
of polar molecules via inhomogeneous static electric fields
[26–31]. Therefore, the development of new tools for sepa-
rating nonpolar molecules requires the proper evaluation and
optimization of the optical rotational-state-dependent dipole
force.

Based on our analysis presented herein, we introduce
a different kind of effective polarizability that explicitly
connects the state-dependent molecular alignment with the
optical dipole force. The state-dependent variation of such
an effective polarizability is directly reflected in the optical
dipole force. The calculated optical dipole force is then
utilized to investigate the deflection and dispersion of CS2

(X 1�) molecules subject to either a propagating laser field
or an optical standing wave as an example. The intensity
of interest in this study includes the intermediate range for
each rotational state as well as the low- and the high-intensity
ranges. We demonstrate that this effective polarizability that
includes the effect of the rotational-state-dependent alignment
can be used as a general guide in assessing the optical dipole
force. Therefore, our study provides an approach toward the
optimization of the state-dependent optical dipole force which
is a prerequisite for the quantum state selection of nonpolar
molecules. We also examine the counterpart of this effective
polarizability that arises in the context of the dipole force
exerted on polar molecules by an inhomogeneous static electric
field.

II. DEFLECTION SCHEME

We consider two schemes for the transverse manipulation
of molecules. The first one follows the molecular deflection
experiment of Refs. [1,2] in which molecules are deflected
by a single laser beam propagating perpendicularly to the
molecular beam, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The second scheme
pertains to the experiment by Sun et al. [5], who studied the
transverse dispersion of molecules brought about by pulsed
optical standing waves, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Here, the
molecules are not dispersed vertically but horizontally, since
the paths of the molecules are limited to the vertical center of
the standing wave. In Fig. 1, “IR1” and “IR2” denote pulsed,
linearly polarized infrared (IR) laser beams. In the second
scheme, the requisite pulsed standing wave is generated by
two counterpropagating beams IR1 and IR2 [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. In
what follows, we consider a supersonic beam of CS2 molecules
whose rotational temperature T is assumed to be 1 or 35 K.
The former temperature can be achieved by state-of-the-art
molecular beam sources [32] and the latter was used in
previous experimental studies [5,9,11]. The molecular beam
crosses the IR beam or the optical standing wave at right angles.

FIG. 1. Two schemes for the transverse manipulation of
molecules. (a) A single propagating infrared (IR) laser beam and
(b) a pulsed optical standing wave are used for the deflection and
dispersion of molecular beams, respectively. The CS2 molecular beam
propagates along the z axis, while the IR laser beams propagate
along the x axis. The coordinate origin is the focal point of the IR
laser beams; the time zero is the moment when the intensity of the
pulsed laser beam has its maximum value. The gray transparent beams
indicate the molecular beam with the laser field off, while the pink
beams indicate the molecular beam with the laser field on. The black
dashed line represents the initial y position of the molecular beam.

We choose the infrared laser beam (IR1), the molecular beam,
and the laser polarization directions to be along the x, z, and
y axes, respectively. The coordinate origin is at the focal point
of IR1 and IR2 and the time origin (t = 0) is given by the
maximum intensity of the pulsed laser beam. The respective
intensities of the propagating and the standing waves can be
written as follows:

I (r,t) = I0 exp

[−2(y2 + z2)

ω2
0

]
exp

(
−4 ln(2)

t2

τ 2

)
(1a)

and

I (r,t) = 4I0 exp

[−2(y2 + z2)

ω2
0

]

× exp

(
−4 ln(2)

t2

τ 2

)
cos2

(
2π

λ
x

)
. (1b)

Here, I0,ω0,τ , and λ are the peak intensity, waist radius
(e−2 radius), pulse duration (full width at half maximum,
FWHM), and wavelength of IR1 and IR2, respectively. We
choose ω0 = 23.5 μm,τ = 10 ns, and λ = 1064 nm for our
study. Since the rotational period B/� = 49 ps for CS2 (whose
rotational constant B is 0.109 cm−1) is much smaller than the
pulse duration τ , the field is adiabatic with respect to the
rotational motion [33].

Below, we trace the trajectories of 106 molecules starting
at their initial positions (x0,y0,z0) with initial velocities
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(v0x,v0y,v0z) at t = −30 ns, whose passage through one of
the two laser fields results in a transverse velocity distribution
g(vx,vy) at t = 30 ns.

III. THEORY

The interaction potential between a 1� molecule (such as
the linear ground state CS2) and a laser field of intensity I

is

U = − 1
2 (α||cos2θ + α⊥sin2θ )Z0I

= − 1
2Z0I [(α|| − α⊥)cos2θ + α⊥], (2)

where α|| and α⊥ are the polarizability components parallel
and perpendicular to the molecular axis, θ is the polar angle
between the molecular axis and the laser polarization axis (i.e.,
the y axis), and Z0 is the vacuum impedance.

In the absence of the field (I = 0), U = 0, in which case the
molecule undergoes free rotation, represented by the Hamil-
tonian H0 = BJ2, with J2 the squared angular momentum
operator and B the rotational constant. The eigenfucntions of
J2 are the spherical harmonics Yj,M = |j,M〉, pertaining to
eigenvalues j (j + 1), with j the rotational angular momen-
tum quantum number and M the projection of the angular
momentum on the laser polarization axis; for 12C 32S2 ,j is
restricted to even integers because of the zero nuclear spin of
32S [34]. Within the laser field (I > 0), the free-rotor states of
the molecule get hybridized (coupled) by the cos2θ operator
and the molecular axis aligned as a result. Under the adiabatic
alignment condition, i.e., when the molecule is subject to a
laser field that varies on a time scale longer than the rotational
period, the wave function of the aligned molecules is obtained
by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation with
Hamiltonian H = H0 + U . The corresponding solutions are
superpositions of the field-free rotational states, 	J,M (I ) =∑

j C
J,M
j (I )|j,M〉 [16]. 	J ,M adiabatically correlates with the

field-free state |j,M〉, i.e., 	J ,M evolves from 	J ,M (I = 0) =
|j,M〉 to 	J ,M (I ) when the field is turned on slowly enough
to fulfill the adiabatic condition. The expectation value of
cos2θ,〈	J ,M |cos2θ |	J ,M〉, characterizes the degree of the
molecular alignment achieved and is denoted by 〈cos2θ〉J ,M =
〈cos2θ〉J ,M (I ), termed the alignment cosine. The alignment
cosine is a rotational-state-dependent function of the laser
intensity. Since the time variation of the laser field that affects
molecular translation exceeds the rotational period by several
orders of magnitude [17], the translational motion is governed
by the following approximate potential:

UJ,M (r,t) = − 1
2αU

J,M [I (r,t)]I (r,t)Z0. (3)

Here,

αU
J,M (I ) = (α|| − α⊥)〈cos2θ〉J,M + α⊥, (4)

which is the polarizability component along the space-fixed
laser polarization axis [18], and was termed the effective
polarizability in previous experimental works [9,11]. The
interaction potential, Eq. (3), and the space-fixed polarizability
component, Eq. (4), depend on the degree of molecular
alignment 〈cos2θ〉J ,M and so does the resulting dipole

force (−∇UJ,M (r,t)):

FJ,M (r,t) = 1

2
Z0∇

{
αU

J,M [I (r,t)]I (r,t)
}

= 1

2
Z0∇I (r,t)

{
αU

J,M [I (r,t)]

+ I (r,t)
dαU

J,M [I (r,t)]

dI (r,t)

}
. (5)

The two terms in the curly brackets of Eq. (5) can be
considered to be components of an effective polarizability,

αF
J,M (I ) = αU

J,M (I ) + βJ,M (I ), (6)

with αU
J,M (I ) given by Eq. (4) and

βJ,M (I ) = I
dαU

J,M (I )

dI
. (7)

We note that the resulting dipole force FJ ,M varies
proportionately to the product of αF

J,M (I ) and �I , as the
interaction potential UJ ,M is proportional to the product of
αU

J,M (I ) and I . The two additional superscripts, U and F, of
the two effective polarizabilities remind us of their relations
to UJ ,M and FJ ,M , respectively. Below, we refer to the two
effective polarizabilities αU

J,M (I ) and αF
J,M (I ) as the U - and

F-effective polarizabilities, respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effective polarizabilities

As shown by Eq. (5), molecular alignment modifies the
optical dipole force for a state 	J ,M in two ways: First, the
U -effective polarizability αU

J,M (I ) for 	J ,M (I ) varies with the
laser intensity I . Secondly, the molecular alignment adds a
new term proportional to βJ ,M (I ), which has the same units as
the polarizability (C m2/V in SI). Therefore, the F-effective
polarizability αF

J,M (I ), which is the sum of these two terms,
encapsulates the full effect of molecular alignment on the
optical dipole force. We plot αU

J,M (I ), βJ ,M (I ), and αF
J,M (I )

as a function of the laser intensity I in the three columns
of Fig. 2. The three rows (from top to bottom) correspond
to the conditions J � 4,J = 10, and J = 20, respectively.
Considering rotational state distributions for T = 1 and 35 K,
we plotted states that are relevant to the maximum and
half maximum of the distribution. For T = 35 K (1 K), the
population of the rotational energy levels of CS2 has its
maximum at J = 10 (J = 2), and is close to half of the
maximum at J = 2 and 20 (J = 0 and 4). For comparison, we
also plot state-averaged 〈αU

J,M (I )〉, 〈βJ ,M (I )〉, and 〈αF
J,M (I )〉

values for T = 1 (black solid line) and 35 K (red solid line) in
the three graphs of the second row.

In order to characterize the variation of αU
J,M (I ), we chose

three intensities, namely, I (+),I (min), and I (−), which are
associated with the largest rising inflection point, the local
minimum, and the falling inflection point close to its local
minimum of the αU

J,M (I ) vs I curves, respectively. The vertical
lines in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e) illustrate these intensities for 	10,8.
At this stage, I (+) and I (−) can separate the intermediate
intensity range from the high and low ones, respectively.
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FIG. 2. αU
J,M (I ), βJ ,M (I ), and αF

J,M (I ) as a function of intensity for the selected rotational states. The first, second, and third rows are for
J � 4, J = 10, and J = 20, respectively. For the same J value, curves for different |M| values are distinguished by different line brightnesses
(i.e., darker curves represent larger |M| values). The solid and dashed curves distinguish the states with even and odd (J − |M|) values,
respectively.

Generally, when I > I (+), αU
J,M (I ) starts to converge to the

high-field limit:

αU
J,M (I ) = �α

(
1 − Ji + 1√

�αZ0π/2B
I−1/2

)
+ α⊥ (8a)

for (J − |M|) even and

αU
J,M (I ) = �α

(
1 − Ji√

�αZ0π/2B
I−1/2

)
+ α⊥ (8b)

for (J − |M|) odd [12,13]. We use, respectively, solid and
dashed lines to distinguish between the even and the odd
(J − |M|) in Fig. 2. The local minimum exists for most
rotational states except for those with a high ratio of |M|
to J . For example, there is no αU

J,M (I ) minimum for |M| = J

and J − 1 as long as J > 2. Therefore, I (min) and I (−) are not
defined for those states.

In Fig. 3, these three intensities are plotted together against
J for (a) |M| = 0, J and (b) 1,J − 1. Since only even J

values occur for 12C 32S2 molecules [34], J − |M| is even
(odd) when |M| = 0 or J (1 or J − 1). I (+) increases with
J , which explains the fact that a stronger laser intensity is
necessary for high-J rotational states to reach the high-field
limit because of their large rotational energy. Therefore, as
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the αU

J,M (I ) values for the

states of J � 10 converge to their corresponding asymptotic
values given by Eq. (8) at I = 1012 W/cm2, whereas the
αU

20,M (I ) value at the same intensity is quite different from
the corresponding high-field value. This is related to the fact
that the intensity of 1012 W/cm2 is smaller than I (+) for
the rotational states of J = 20. I (min) and I (−) also increase
as J increases. Thus, I = 1012 W/cm2 corresponds to the
high-field limit for the states of J � 10, but to the intermediate
range for the state with J = 20.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the variations of I (+),I (min), and
I (−) as a function of |M| for J = 10 and 16. Here, the states
for even and odd (J − |M|) values are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and
3(d), respectively. All three characteristic intensities decrease
as |M| increases. This tendency of I (+) is counterintuitive,
since the rotational states of |M| ≈ 0, whose rotational plane
includes the laser polarization axis, are expected to be aligned
by the lower laser intensity. We tentatively attribute this
behavior to the inclination in I (min), which is closely correlated
to I (+).

This behavior comes about as follows: As the laser intensity
I increases, the contribution of |j,M〉 with larger |J − j | to
	J,M (I ) becomes more important. Since the degree of align-
ment of a field-free state |j,M〉, 〈j,M|cos2θ |j,M〉, becomes
larger as j increases (for a given M), the contribution of |j,M〉
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FIG. 3. Three characteristic intensities I (+) (square and solid
line), I (min) (circle and dashed line), and I (−) (triangle and dashed-
dotted line) for different rotational states. The variations of I (+),I (min),
and I (−) are shown as a function of J for (a) |M| = 0 and J , as
well as (b) |M| = 1 and J − 1. For J = 16 and J = 10, the three
characteristic intensities are plotted against (c) even and (d) odd
|M| values, which correspond to even and odd (J − |M|) values,
respectively.

states with j > J (j < J ) increases (decreases) 〈cos2θ〉J ,M

and thus αU
J,M (I ). Therefore, 〈cos2θ〉J ,J and αU

J,J (I ) always
increase with the laser intensity, since there is no |j,M = J 〉
state with j < J . For 	J ,M (I ) states with same J and
different |M| values, at small |M| more |j,M〉 states with
j < J contribute to 	J ,M (I ). Since the hybridization of a
given 	J ,M (I ) state with |j,M〉 states is easier for j < J

than for j > J (due to the decreasing and increasing energy
differences), the increase of the laser intensity reduces αU

J,M (I )
in the low-intensity range. When the intensity increases further,
the additional contribution from |j,M〉 states with larger j

balances out the low-j state contribution, which results in a
minimum of αU

J,M (I ) at I (min). Therefore, I (min) decreases with
|M| increasing, and so does I (+).

In the presence of molecular alignment, the second term
of Eq. (6), βJ ,M (I ), is essential for estimating the optical
dipole force of Eq. (5) [βJ ,M (I ) = 0 when the alignment
is ignored]. Therefore, we plot it separately in the middle
column of Fig. 2. Since βJ ,M (I ) is the product of I and
dαU

J,M (I )/dI , the variation of αU
J,M (I ) with respect to I

is magnified by the laser intensity I . Thus, the fluctuation
amplitude of βJ ,M (I ) increases with J , although that of
dαU

J,M (I )/dI decreases with J . For these reasons, it could
be misleading to consider only dαU

J,M (I )/dI without the
multiplication factor I for evaluating the optical dipole force
acting on the molecules. The three characteristic intensities
I (+),I (min), and I (−) are also helpful for understanding the
behavior of βJ ,M (I ). Since βJ ,M (I (min)) = 0 according to
Eq. (7), βJ ,M (I ) is usually negative (positive) when I <

I (min)(I > I (min)). Although β(I (±))J ,M is not exactly equal to
the two main extrema of βJ ,M (I ), they closely follow I (−) and

I (+). Furthermore, when I (±) increases as J increases with |M|
fixed [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] or as |M| decreases with J fixed
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)], the difference between the maximum
and the minimum of βJ ,M (I ) becomes increasingly amplified,
which is well illustrated in Figs. 2(d)–2(f). For example, the
difference is about 5 × 10−40 C m2/V for β4,0(I ), as shown
in Fig. 2(d), which increases up to 15 × 10−40 C m2/V for
β20,0(I ), as shown in Fig. 2(f). The variations of β10,M (I )
for even and odd |M| also exemplify this aspect very well.
In each group, the difference increases as |M| decreases.
The properties of βJ ,M (I ) at I � I (+) are intriguing. In this
high-field limit, we obtain

βJ,M (I ) = �α

2

J + 1√
�αZ0π/2B

I−1/2 (9a)

for (J − |M|) even and

βJ,M (I ) = �α

2

J√
�αZ0π/2B

I−1/2 (9b)

for J − |M|) odd. The coefficient of I−1/2 in this equation
differs by a factor of −1/2 from the coefficient in Eq. (8).
Thus, βJ ,J (I ) is larger than βJ ,J−1(I ), while αU

J,J (I ) is smaller
than αU

J,J−1(I ). In addition, the separation between βJ ,J (I ) and
βJ ,J−1(I ) is half as large as the separation between αU

J,J (I ) and
αU

J,J−1(I ).
Considering the variations of αU

J,M (I ) and βJ ,M (I ), we can
explain the behavior of αF

J,M (I ), which is directly correlated
with that of the optical dipole force. In the high-field
limit, since the signs of βJ ,J (I ) − βJ ,J−1(I ) and αU

J,J (I ) −
αU

J,J−1(I ) are opposite, αF
J,M (I ) is more tightly spaced than

αU
J,M (I ). Because of the wild variation of βJ ,M (I ), for some

states [such as 	10,0(I )], αF
J,M (I ) at an intermediate intensity

of I = 0.4 × 1012 W/cm2 can be larger than αF
J,M (I ) at the

high-field limit of I = 1012 W/cm−2, as shown in Fig. 2(h).
Additionally, the states of the same J and different |M| values
have the broad distribution of αF

J,M (I ) at the intermediate
intensity range for |M| = 0. In particular, αF

J,M (I ) for different
|M| values ranges from 2.5 × 10−40 to 16 × 10−40 C m2/V
at I = 1012 W/cm2.

The approach used to develop the F-effective polarizability
can also be applied to the interaction between a dipole
moment and an inhomogeneous static electric field E(r),
whose potential is given by

US(r) = −μeff[E(r)]E(r). (10)

Here, μeff is the space-fixed electric dipole moment. The
interaction results in a dipole force given by

FS(r) = −∇US(r) = μeff[E(r)]∇E(r) + E(r)∇μeff[E(r)]

= ∇E(r)

{
μeff[E(r)] + dμeff

dE
E(r)

}
. (11)

The explicit formula for the dipole force has been ap-
proximated by μeff∇E(r) [28,30,31] by neglecting the second
term (dμeff/dE)E, which is a counterpart of βJ ,M (I ) in the
optical dipole force. However, the magnitudes of the first and
second terms are the same when μeff is a linear function
of E. The absolute ground states of para and ortho water
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[35] can be approximated using this condition. Furthermore,
the second term which is, by the Hellmann-Feyman theorem
[15,36], proportional to the orientation cosine, can be an order
of magnitude larger than the first term for the iodobenzene
molecules in the rotational states of JKaKc

M = 3032 and 4133
whose μeff values increase sharply at electric field strengths of
about 30 and 55 kV/cm, respectively (see Fig. 6 in Ref. [29]).

The explicit evaluation of both the induced-dipole force
due to an optical field, Eq. (5), and the permanent-dipole
force due to an inhomogeneous electrostatic field, Eq. (11),
offers advantages in analyzing and tailoring the respective
contributions from the first and second terms of Eqs. (5) and
(11). For an accurate eigenenergy surface spanned by the
spatial coordinates and pertaining to a given quantum state, the
force is simply the (negative) gradient of the surface for both
the permanent and induced-dipole interactions. However, in
such implicit approach [17–19,29] the insight about the relative
contribution of the two terms to the dipole force is lost. In con-
trast, the explicit approach, presented here, reveals the relative
roles of the two terms in the dipole force quite clearly. For
example, although the optical induced-dipole force for 	10,8

at intensities of I = 0.3 × 1012 and 1.0 × 1012 W/cm2 is
the same, the second, alignment-dependent term contributions
are 33% and 13%, respectively. As for the permanent-dipole
force, the case of iodobenzene is a good example: an implicit
analysis may overlook that the contribution from the second,
orientation-dependent term exceeds that from the first by an
order of magnitude. By tuning the fields in the vicinity of
abrupt changes of the dipole force, we can find the loci of the
avoided intersections of eigenenergies that are the cause of the
abrupt changes.

B. Interaction potential and optical dipole force

With the two effective polarizabilities αU
J,M (I ) and αF

J,M (I ),
we can calculate the molecular interaction potential and the
optical dipole force, respectively, for each of the two schemes
shown in Fig. 1. The molecular interaction potentials for the
cases of the propagating-wave field and the optical standing
wave are as follows:

UJ,M (y,z,t) = −1

2
αU

J,M [I (y,z,t)]Z0I0 exp

[−2(y2 + z2)

ω2
0

]

× exp

(
−4 ln(2)

t2

τ 2

)
(12a)

and

UJ,M (x,y,z,t)=−2αU
J,M [I (x,y,z,t)]Z0I0 exp

[−2(y2 + z2)

ω2
0

]

× exp

(
−4 ln(2)

t2

τ 2

)
cos2

(
2π

λ
x

)
, (12b)

respectively. In order to illustrate the spatial variation of the
two potentials, we consider the potential UJ,M (z) along y =
ω0/2 at t = 0 for the former, Eq. (12a), and the potential
UJ,M (x) along the x axis, at t = 0 for the latter, Eq. (12b), i.e.,

UJ,M (z) = −1

2
αU

J,M [I (z)]Z0I0e
−1/2 exp

(−2z2

ω2
0

)
(13a)

and

UJ,M (x) = −2αU
J,M [I (x)]Z0I0cos2

(
2π

λ
x

)
, (13b)

respectively. Concentrating on the change of the transverse
velocity of the molecules, we examine the following optical
dipole forces:

F
y

J,M (z) = − ∂UJ,M

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=ω0/2,t=0

= −αF
J,M [I (z)]Z0

1

ω0
I0e

−1/2 exp

(−2z2

ω2
0

)
(14a)

and

Fx
J,M (x) = − ∂UJ,M

∂x

∣∣∣∣
y=z=t=0

= −2αF
J,M [I (z)]Z0

2π

λ
I0 sin

(
4π

λ
x

)
. (14b)

The effect of rotational-state-dependent alignment on the
interaction potential and the optical dipole force is studied in
two ways: by increasing J with M = 0 and by increasing
|M| for a given J . In Figs. 4–6, we depict the negative
interaction potential and the corresponding dipole force using
black and red solid curves, respectively. For comparison, we
also plot the two functions calculated without considering the
molecular alignment, namely, using αU

J,M (0) and αF
J,M (0) =

αU
J,M (0) instead of αU

J,M (I ) and αF
J,M (I ) for UJ ,M and FJ ,M ,

respectively. The black and red dotted lines denote these
results, respectively. The pair of numbers [for example, (0,0)
in the first graph] at the upper-left corner of each graph are the
J and M values of a selected rotational state 	J ,M .

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of the molecular alignment
induced by the propagating-wave field on UJ ,M (z) and
F

y

J,M (z). In the first column, we compare the potentials and
the optical dipole forces for rotational states of different
J = 0,2,4,6,10, and 20 and the same M = 0. In the second and
the third columns, the M dependences are shown for the states
of J = 10 and 20, respectively. In order to remain below the
ionization threshold of the CS2 molecule, we choose the peak
intensity I0 of 1012 W/cm2 in our calculation. Then, the max-
imum intensity along y = ω0/2 is 6.1 × 1011 W/cm2, which
generally determines the peak values of UJ ,M (z) and F

y

J,M (z).
The molecular alignment affects UJ ,M (z) and F

y

J,M (z)
via αU

J,M (I ) and αF
J,M (I ), respectively. The series of graphs

in Fig. 4 exemplifies three general aspects of the state-
dependent molecular alignment effect. (A) The difference
between the solid and dotted lines reflects the ratios of
αU

J,M (I )/αU
J,M (0) for the potential and αF

J,M (I )/αU
J,M (0) for

the dipole force. This appears in those graphs in various
ways. For instance, the solid lines of U0,0(z) and F

y

0,0(z)
show the largest difference from their dotted counterpart at
z = 0 where I = 6.1 × 1011 W/cm2, since αU

0,0(I ) and αF
0,0(I )

increase most strongly from their field-free values at the given
intensity. When αF

J,M (I ) = αU
J,M (0) and αU

J,M (I ) = αU
J,M (0),

the solid and dotted lines cross each other. Furthermore,
since αF

10,0(I ) fluctuates most with respect to its field-free
value in the intensity range of 0 < I < 6.1 × 1011 W/cm2,
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FIG. 4. The molecular interaction potential and the result-
ing dipole force given by the propagating wave of I0 = 100 ×
1010 W/cm2. Black and red curves are the variation of the negative
potential and the corresponding optical dipole force, respectively,
along the approximated path of the molecules occupying a specific
rotational state. The potential and the force are calculated with
(solid curves) and without (dashed curves) considering the molecular
alignment effect. The numbers at the top left in each graph denote the
quantum numbers J and |M| of the rotational state. The first column
contains graphs for states of different J values and same |M| value
(namely, |M| = 0). The second and the third columns contain graphs
for rotational states with various |M| values with J fixed at 10 and
20, respectively.

the red solid line of F
y

10,0(z) oscillates most strongly with
respect to the corresponding red dotted line. On the other
hand, the black solid line of U10,0(z) shows moderate variation
from the corresponding dotted line, and the maxima of the
black solid and dotted lines are almost equal, which is
related to the weak variation of αU

10,0(I ) within the same
intensity range. (B) The optical dipole force fluctuates more
widely than the interaction potential since αF

J,M (I ) varies
more severely than αU

J,M (I ) because of the additional term
βJ ,M (I ), as shown in Fig. 2. This aspect can also be seen
in the two graphs for J = 10 with M = 1 and 2. Moreover,
for the states of J = 20 with M = 16 and 18, the size of
the optical force is reduced by the molecular alignment at
the peak intensity, while the negative interaction potential is
slightly enhanced. (C) The variations of αU

J,M (I ) and αF
J,M (I )

occurring at high laser intensities appear very distinctly in the
potential and the force, respectively, while those occurring at
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low intensities are hardly visible in these functions; that is
because αU

J,M (I ) and αF
J,M (I ) are magnified by factors of I

and �I , respectively, at a given intensity. The largest changes
of αU

0,0(I ) and αF
0,0(I ) [αU

2,0(I ) and αF
2,0(I )] occur below I =

I (+) = 0.4 × 1010 W/cm2 [I (+) = 3.5 × 1010 W/cm2]. Thus,
the shape changes of U0,0(z) and F

y

0,0(z) [U2,0(z) and F
y

2,0(z)]
are not visible in the given y axis scale of the graph. On the
other hand, the noticeable appearance changes in U10,0(z) and
F

y

10,0(z) can be attributed to the substantial variation of αU
10,0(I )

and αF
10,0(I ) occurring around I = I (+) = 38 × 1010 W/cm2.

Additionally, the oscillation of F
y

10,M (z) gets weaker, as shown
in the second column of Fig. 4, when I (+) decreases with |M|
increasing within the states of the even J − |M| value, as
shown in Fig. 3(c).

The molecular alignment induced by the optical standing-
wave field also affects the interaction potential UJ ,M (x) and
the optical dipole force Fx

J,M (x), but there are two important
differences. (i) Whereas the extremum positions of UJ ,M (z)
and F

y

J,M (z), which are Gaussian functions, are identical, the
maximum position of Fx

J,M (x) is shifted by about 3λ/4 from
that of −UJ ,M (x). Therefore, Fx

J,M (x) has its maximum and
minimum values at I = 2I0, while the maximum and the
minimum of −UJ ,M (x) occur at I = 4I0 and 0, respectively.
(ii) The maximum optical dipole force induced by the optical
standing wave is orders of magnitude larger than the one
induced by the single propagating wave, when their potential
depths are the same. From Eq. (14), we can deduce that the
maximum magnitude of ∇I is associated with 1/ω0 and 2π/λ

for the propagating and the standing fields, respectively. Since
ω0 ≈ 20 μm and λ ≈ 1 μm in our schemes, the ratio of the
two maxima is about 1/100.

Considering these two differences, we estimate the molec-
ular alignment effect on UJ ,M (x) and Fx

J,M (x). In Fig. 5, we
choose again J = 0,2,4,6,10, and 20 with M = 0 to study
the J dependence. To investigate the M dependence, we plot
U10,M (x) and Fx

10,M (x) for M = 1,2,9, and 10 in Fig. 6. Since
the potential and the force are periodic along the x axis, we
plot them for the range of one wavelength (λ = 1064 nm). The
numbers on top of each column are the value of I0 used in the
calculations, which are 5, 10, and 20 × 1010 W/cm2.

The general aspects [namely, (A)–(C)] observed in Fig. 4
also appear in Figs. 5 and 6 together with the two differences
[namely, (i) and (ii)]. Concerning aspect (A) and difference
(i), αU

J,M (4I0)/αU
J,M (0) and αF

J,M (2I0)/αU
J,M (0) are responsible

for the differences between the solid and dotted lines of the
potential and the optical dipole force, respectively, at their
peak positions. Therefore, if I (±) for a given state is closer
to 2I0, then the red solid line shows an anomalous shape at
its peak position. Furthermore, aspect (B) and difference (ii)
are responsible for the distinctive steplike feature of Fx

4,0(x)
and the weak variation of U4,0(x) at I0 = 5 × 1010 W/cm2

in Fig. 5. The combination of aspect (C) and difference (i)
accounts for the weakening of the fluctuation of Fx

J,M (x) at
x = 0 and ±λ/2 where I = 4I0. This is illustrated in the red
solid curves in the first column of Fig. 6. Since the standing-
wave intensity is 4I0 = 20 × 1010 W/cm2 at x = 0 and ±λ/2,
and is similar to I (−) of αU

10,M (I ) [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)],
αF

J,M (I ) fluctuates strongly there. However, Fx
10,M (x) shows

very weak variation at those positions. Lastly, difference (ii)

can explain the fact that while the potential depths of U10,M (x)
in the second column of Fig. 6 are slightly lower than those
of U10,M (z) in the second column of Fig. 4, the maximum of
|Fx

10,M (x)| is 50 times larger than that of |Fy

10,M (z)|.
The reflection of the wild variation of this effective

polarizability αF
J,M (I ) on the optical dipole forces significantly

depend on the type of the optical field. Moreover, the effect of
the state-dependent molecular alignment is revealed by the
difference between the solid and dotted lines. For further
analysis, the optical dipole force can be converted to an
observable such as a molecular velocity [1,2,5,9].

C. Velocity distributions

In this section, we make use of the optical dipole force that
depends on the rotational-state-dependent molecular align-
ment to calculate the transverse velocity distribution g(vx,vy)
of molecules that have passed through the propagating wave
or the optical standing wave (cf. Fig. 1). The velocity change
along each axis is given by

�vi =
∫

1

m
F i

J,M (x,y,z,t)dt (i = x,y,z). (15)

Since, for the first scheme in Fig. 1, we neglect the x

dependence of the propagating laser intensity in Eq. (1a), we
use the velocity profile h(vy) along the vy axis as a proxy for
g(vx,vy). In the second scheme—i.e., the molecular dispersion
caused by the optical standing wave with a relatively low
I0—we consider molecules passing near y = 0, which allows
us to use the velocity profile h(vx) along the vx axis [5].

The Monte Carlo sampling method is used to select the
initial velocity (v0x,v0y,v0z), the initial position (x0,y0,z0), and
the initial rotational state |j,M〉 of each individual molecule.
We follow the approximation used in the previous work by Sun
et al. [5] for the initial velocity and position distributions. A
two-dimensional Gaussian function with FWHMs of �vinit

x =
7.2 and �vinit

y = 3.4 m/s represents the initial transverse
velocity distribution. The probability function for v0z is a
Gaussian function with the most probable velocity vmp of
560 m/s and a FWHM of 56 m/s. We determine z0 from
v0z according to the following equation: z0 = vmptdetection −
v0ztsimul. Here, tdetection and tsimul are the detection and the
total simulation time, respectively. From this initial point,
the individual molecule arrives at the detection plane z =
vmptdetection at t = tdetection. x0 and y0 are chosen randomly
from a 600 μm × 3 μm rectangle, whose y center is set to
ω0/2 and 0 for the first and the second schemes, respectively.
The initial rotational state follows the Boltzmann distribution
e−Bj (j+1)/kT

/qr, where k is Boltzmann’s constant and qr is the
rotational partition function.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the velocity distribution h(vy)
of the deflected molecules by the propagating laser beams for
I0 = 1012 W/cm2 and T = 35 and 1 K, respectively. In each
graph, the red solid curve shows h(vy) simulated with the
alignment-included, state-dependent polarizability αF

J,M (I );
the blue dashed curve is obtained with the alignment-included,
state-averaged polarizability 〈αF

J,M (I )〉; and the black dotted
curve is due to a simulation with the alignment-ignored, state-
dependent polarizability αJ ,M = αF

J,M (0). The initial velocity
distribution is illustrated by the gray curve. All distributions
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FIG. 7. Simulated velocity profiles h(vy) of the deflected
molecules by the propagating laser beams with I0 = 1012 W/cm2.
The calculation was performed for the rotational temperature (a)
T = 35 and (b) 1 K. The three profiles were calculated using
the alignment-neglecting state-dependent polarizability αJ ,M (black
dotted curve), the alignment-including state-averaged polarizability
〈αF

J,M (I )〉 (blue dashed curve), and the alignment-including state-
dependent polarizability αF

J,M (I ) (red solid curve). The velocity
distribution in the absence of the laser field is represented by a gray
solid curve.

are shifted toward the optical field (�vy < 0), reflecting the
attractive character of the optical force near y = ω0/2. The
distributions obtained by considering the molecular alignment
(red solid and blue dotted curves) are shifted further, as
expected from the polarizability enhancement. For T = 35 K,
the width of the red solid curve is two times broader than that of
the blue dotted curve, although the weighted centers of the two
distributions are identical. On the other hand, both the widths
and the weighted centers of the two distributions are almost
the same for T = 1 K. Furthermore, the weighted center of the
red solid line calculated for T = 1 K is shifted further toward
slower velocities than the one calculated for T = 35 K.

In order to explain these aspects, we plot the vy(z) value
of various initial rotational states with v0y,v0z, and y0 set to
0,vmp, and ω0/2, respectively. Figures 8(a)–8(c) show vy(z)
for J � 4,J = 10, and J = 20, respectively. The red and
black solid curves in Fig. 8(b) illustrate vy(z) values calculated
using the state-averaged 〈αF

J,M (I )〉 values for T = 35 and 1 K,
respectively. Generally, the final velocities of the states with
same J group together, while the corresponding mean velocity
increases from −13.0 m/s for J = 0 to −7.7 m/s for J = 20.
The mean final velocities for J = 2, 4, and 10 are −12.2,
−11.3, and −8.8 m/s, respectively. Within each group, the
final velocity clusters according to the (J − |M|) value of the
states, as long as the peak intensity along the molecular beam
path reaches the high-field limit for αU

J,M (I ). However, when
the high-field limit is not reached, the solid and dotted curves
are mixed together, as illustrated for J = 20 in Fig. 8(c). The
odd and even values of (J − |M|) are indicated by the dashed
and solid curves in the graphs, respectively. For the former
case, the average final velocity of the even-valued state is about
0.5 m/s larger than that of the odd valued. Their standard
deviation is almost identical for the even- and odd-valued
states, and increases from 0.005 m/s for J = 0 to 0.13 m/s for
J = 10. Within the cluster of the same (J − |M|) value, the
final velocity becomes more negative as |M| decreases. It is
noteworthy that the effect of increasing J for a fixed |M| value
on the final velocity is more significant than the effect obtained
by changing |M| while keeping J and the (J − |M|) value
constant. A previous theoretical study [17] that did not consider
the sorting of states according to whether their (J − |M|) was
even or odd predicted the opposite behavior.
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FIG. 8. Velocity vy of the CS2 molecules under the influence of the propagating laser beams with I0 = 1012 W/cm2 for (a) J � 4, (b)
J = 10, and (c) J = 20. The initial conditions of the molecule—namely, v0y,v0z, and y0—are set to 0,vmp, and ω0/2, respectively. The color
and style of the curves representing different rotational states is the same as that in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 9. Simulated velocity profiles h(vx) of molecules dispersed by the optical standing wave with I0 = 1.0 × 1010,5.0 × 1010,10 × 1010,
and 20 × 1010 W/cm2. The upper and lower panels show the velocity profiles calculated for T = 35 and 1 K, respectively. The coding of the
curves is the same as in Fig. 7. The initial velocity distribution multiplied by 1/3 is shown by the gray solid curve in (a).

From the rotational distribution of CS2 molecules at a given
temperature, we know that the final velocities of the molecules
occupying rotational states with J � 20 and � 4 contribute
significantly to the h(vy) profile shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b),
respectively. Therefore, the distribution of the final velocities
for different J values up to 20 is responsible for the broader
width of the red solid curve in Fig. 7(a). On the other hand,
since the molecules occupy only a few rotational states at T =
1 K, and the FWHM of the calculated final velocity in Fig. 8(a)
is roughly 2 m/s, the width of h(vy) is determined by the
FWHM of the initial velocity distribution �vinit

y = 3.4 m/s.
Accordingly, the red solid and the blue dashed curves overlap
in Fig. 7(b). Furthermore, the degree of the state-dependent
alignment is larger for low-J states, which results in a larger
velocity change as shown in Fig. 8(a). Therefore, the red solid
curve for T = 1 K is shifted further than the one pertaining to
T = 35 K, at which temperature the less-aligned molecules in
high-J states dominate the h(vy) distribution.

Using the same format as Fig. 8, Fig. 9 shows the velocity
distribution h(vx) of the molecules dispersed by the optical
standing waves for T = 35 (upper panel) and 1 K (lower
panel). Four I0 values of 1.0 × 1010, 5.0 × 1010, 10.0 × 1010,
and 20.0 × 1010 W/cm2 are chosen for the calculation of
the first, second, third, and fourth columns, respectively. For
T = 35 K and for I0 values up to 10.0 × 1010 W/cm2, the
molecular alignment hardly changes the velocity distributions.
In other words, the red solid and black dotted curves are very
similar to each other. The main feature of h(vx), which is the
averaging-out of inner rainbowlike peaks [5], is the same for
the red solid and the black dotted curves. Additionally, their
peak values at x = 0 are almost identical. These two features
confirm that the approximation in the previous work, in which
the molecular alignment was neglected, is appropriate [5]. The
optical dipole force calculated in Figs. 5 and 6 supports this

result. In particular, at I0 = 5.0 × 1010 W/cm2, which is the
condition for Fig. 9(b), only the optical dipole forces Fx

J,M (x)
for the states of J = 0 and 2 calculated with αF

J,M (I ) (red solid
curves) are significantly different from those calculated with
αF

J,M (0) (red dotted curves). The fraction of molecules in those
rotational states is just 0.05 for T = 35 K. In addition, since the
optical dipole force in Figs. 5 and 6 is the largest one in the time
domain, the time-averaged optical dipole force is less affected
by the molecular alignment. However, in the blue dashed curve,
the rainbowlike peaks are quite distinctive, and therefore the
alignment-dependent, state-averaged polarizability 〈αF

J,M (I )〉
is not suitable for analyzing the velocity distribution. When
I0 = 20.0 × 1010 W/cm2, we cannot ignore the alignment
effect. The red solid and black dotted curves are quite different
in Fig. 9(d); more specifically, the inner rainbowlike peaks are
washed out in different ways, and the peak value of the red
solid curves is 30% smaller than that of the black dotted curve.

In contrast, the rainbowlike peaks are not washed out in
the red solid curves for T = 1 K, as shown in Figs. 9(e)–9(h).
Furthermore, the blue dashed curves are closer to the red solid
curves than the black dotted curves. The former results from
the fact that the molecules occupy only a few rotational states
at T = 1 K, and their αF

J,M (I ) values [curves in Fig. 2(g)] are
relatively similar to the 〈αF

J,M (I )〉 value ([black solid curve in
Fig. 2(h)] throughout the whole intensity range of our interest.
αF

J,M (I ) for the populated states at T = 1 K is significantly
larger than αF

J,M (0) for these states even at the relatively low
laser intensity, which accounts for the deviation of the red solid
curves from the black dotted ones.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied how state-dependent molecular alignment
induced by two kinds of laser fields (propagating- and
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standing-wave) affects the molecular interaction potential, the
optical dipole force, and the resulting velocity distribution as
obtained by trajectory simulations. In addition to the effective
polarizability αU

J,M (I ) related to the potential, we introduced
an effective polarizability αF

J,M (I ), which is explicitly related
to the optical dipole force and that differs from αU

J,M (I ) by
a rotational-state and intensity-dependent term βJ ,M (I ). As
such, it provides a more direct estimate of the optical dipole
force compared to the effective polarizabilities αU

J,M (0) [5],
〈αF

J,M (I )〉 [9,11], or αU
J,M (I ) and enables a more accurate and

insightful analysis of the transversal motion of the molecules
induced by the laser field. We also investigated the dipole force
acting on a polar molecule in an inhomogeneous static electric
field and found that it involves a second term similar to β. For

many molecules and experimental conditions, the second term
is comparable to the first term in the dipole force.

Our work therefore provides a way for estimating and tailor-
ing the state-dependent optical dipole force more accurately,
thus paving the way for developing separation techniques
that can be applied to any polarizable molecules, including
nonpolar ones: mixtures of nonpolar conformers, isotopes of
homonuclear diatomic molecules, or of their spin isomers.
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